WORKING GROUP MEETING

1. PUBLIC REALM
   - Our Goal
   - Create a vibrant, clean, and unique public realm
   - Green, clean, and maintain
   - Enhance sense of place, celebrate diversity
   - Build network of public spaces
   - Education and changing attitudes is key to cleaning up the neighborhood

2. CORRIDOR
   - We focused on Mission Street
   - Health stop the bleeding
   - Streamlining permitting process
   - Efficient, environment-friendly
   - Work with individual businesses to help them prosper well
   - Focus on hubs

3. MOBILITY
   - We know we need more transit
   - We have the foundation
   - Make it safer and more inviting for people to get around
   - Roads that can carry kids’ bikes
   - Basic connections are safe
   - Easy walking experience
   - Enhance connectivity
   - Keep talking to the city!

4. LAND USE AND HOUSING
   - Our Goals
   - Handicap and build housing stock
   - Prevent evictions
   - Provide local support
   - Develop design aesthetic
   - New buildings
   - Enhance connection corridor
   - Develop and maintain infrastructure
   - Everyone here can envision a future together